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Plan of activity 2020–29

SUPPORTED BY AND PREPARED FOR FISHERIES HABITAT
IMPROVEMENT FUND

Summary
The Tyenna River Recovery Program arose from grass-roots community concern about
willows restricting fishing and recreation access on the Tyenna. The Derwent Catchment
Project (DCP) and the Inland Fisheries Service (IFS) Anglers Access Program have been
working with local landowners, industry, community groups and anglers to remove willows
and revegetate riverbanks. This work saw the formation of the community-driven ‘Willow
Warriors’, a group of dedicated anglers who are seeking to improve river health, anglers’
access and fish habitat. There have also been considerable restoration efforts with works by
Tasmanian Parks and Wildlife Service, Wildcare and Norske Skog.
This strategic, reach-based plan for Tyenna River recovery (prepared for and funded by the
Fisheries Habitat Improvement Fund) over a 10-year timeframe outlines how crack willow
will be eradicated, and riverbanks stabilised, and also describes restoration efforts by linked
program partners. The objectives of this overall plan are to:
•

describe and map crack willow infestations and native riverbank vegetation along the
Tyenna River

•

outline community-driven river recovery using a reach-based approach

•

estimate the costs of restoration for each reach

•

detail an investment plan for achieving full river recovery within 10 years.

This recovery plan addresses three key issues that impact on the health and resilience of
the Tyenna River to extreme events such as floods and drought: crack willow infestations,
riverbanks lacking vegetated buffers, and impacts on water quality from inputs of nutrient
and sediment from a range of land and water uses.
To achieve the actions detailed under this plan, cash and in-kind support to the value of
$1,230,979 is needed, in addition to over $450,000 in-kind labour provided by Willow
Warriors. Current investment is secured for Year 1.
This work is supported by the Tyenna River Recovery Communications Plan and the reachbased Tyenna River Recovery Action Plan (Reaches 1–3).
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1 Introduction
The Tyenna River is a large fast-flowing river that flows from The Needles in the South West
National Park to the Derwent River near Glenora. It is the main waterway, draining a
subcatchment of 33,719 ha. The Tyenna is a multi-use river, supporting tourism, plantation
and native forest forestry, aquaculture, rural residential dwellings, livestock grazing and
perennial horticulture. In recent years there has been an intensification of many of these
land and water uses. Relative to many other multi-use rivers in the Derwent Catchment it is
in good condition and of high conservation value under the Derwent Catchment
Management Plan (2016), with a high proportion of its 52 km length bordered by native
vegetation. The river itself is a key natural asset of the Derwent as one of Australia’s premier
fly-fishing rivers, a site for adventure tourism, and the river frontage for one of Tasmania’s
most popular National Parks, Mount Field.
The Tyenna River Recovery Program arose from grass-roots community concern about
willows restricting fishing and recreation access on the Tyenna. The Derwent Catchment
Project (DCP) and the Inland Fisheries Service (IFS) Anglers Access Program have been
working with local landowners, industry, community groups and anglers to remove willows
and revegetate the banks of the Tyenna around Westerway. This work has given rise to the
community-driven ‘Willow Warriors’, a group of dedicated anglers who are seeking to
improve anglers’ access, fish habitat and the aquatic environment. Recent willow control
efforts in the township of Westerway by a volunteer group of local residents supported by
Lanoma Estate and the DCP have initiated a highly visible restoration site that has increased
the interest of landholders all along the Tyenna River in this program. There have also been
considerable restoration efforts upstream with works by Tasmanian Parks and Wildlife
Service, Wildcare and Norske Skog.
This strategic, reach-based plan for Tyenna River recovery over a 10-year timeframe
outlines how crack willow will be eradicated and riverbanks stabilised, linking efforts by
program partners. The objectives of this overall plan are to:
•

describe and map crack willow infestations and native riverbank vegetation along the
Tyenna River

•

outline a community-driven, reach-based recovery approach along the river

•

estimate the costs of restoration for each reach

•

detail an investment plan for achieving full river recovery within 10 years.
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2 Riverbank vegetation mapping method
In developing this plan, native riverbank vegetation and willows on the Tyenna River and its
tributaries were mapped using local knowledge, satellite imagery, vehicle and foot surveys.
The river was divided into 12 reaches, each following 3 km of river length (Figure 1), with the
first reach beginning upstream of the first mapped crack willow. Two adventure tourism
operators who work on the river (fishing and kayaking guides) provided information on the
relative level of willow infestations along the river. This was used with satellite imagery
(State orthophoto, Google and ESRI) to develop a map to guide survey effort with likely
areas of willow infestation and estimated density. In the lower reaches of the river, individual
willows could be identified from high-quality satellite imagery and because of a high contrast
between willow canopies and other vegetation. In the upper reaches, the satellite imagery
was of poorer quality and a lack of contrast made identification of willows and estimating
their density more difficult.
Using the survey map (described above) selected sites were surveyed to estimate
percentage of willow cover and the presence or absence of native vegetation. Vehicle-based
surveys were used from Westerway to Maydena, where satellite imagery was less clear.
Foot-based surveys were used in areas identified from satellite imagery as likely to have
willow and were not accessible by vehicle.
A final willow distribution map was developed, with willow density classified as:
•

High: 71–100% of riverbank vegetation

•

Medium to high: 51–70% of riverbank vegetation

•

Medium: 20–50% of riverbank vegetation

•

Low: <20% of riverbank vegetation.
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Figure 1. Subcatchment and Tyenna River reaches used in this plan
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3 Issues impacting river health
This overall recovery plan addresses three key issues that impact on the health and
resilience of the Tyenna River to extreme events such as floods and drought. These are
crack willow infestations, riverbanks lacking native vegetation, and impacts on water quality
from inputs of nutrient and sediment from a range of uses. These issues are summarised in
Sections 3.1 to 3.3.

3.1 Willow infestations
Willows are recognised as one of the most serious riparian weeds in temperate Australia;
most types are considered weeds of national significance (WoNS). Willows degrade the
condition of rivers and riverbanks by crowding out or excluding native plants; increasing
erosion and channel widening; reducing native biodiversity; and impacting on water quantity
and quality.
Willows initiate erosion and channel widening with extensive root mats extending into the
channel bed and trapping sediment. Instream trunks catch debris, which raises the level of
the riverbed, diverting flows into and over the banks. This results in bank erosion and causes
the river to widen out around the willow. Crack willows are also highly invasive, being able to
spread from twigs and branches, which are easily broken in high flow events and form the
majority of flood debris in infested waterways. Their shallow roots protect riverbanks to a
lesser extent than deeper-rooted native plants, and they are often uprooted during floods
taking parts of the riverbanks with them. These characteristics mean that willows increase
the vulnerability of rivers to flood events and increase the severity of impacts of these events
both on riverbanks and infrastructure such as bridges and roads.
Willows also affect water quantity and quality. Willows that grow instream are big water
users, with water losses through willow transpiration estimated at 3–4 ML of water (above
that lost through transpiration by native vegetation) lost per ha of willow infestation (see
Willows National Management Guide). Autumn leaf fall causes a lowering of oxygen levels in
waterways and blocks irrigation and other water extraction infrastructure.
A key motivation to the development and implementation of this plan has come from
observations of declining quality of fishing in areas of extensive willow debris build-up, and
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reduced access for fishing and other recreational pursuits. Dense stands of willows can also
be dangerous for pursuits like canoeing and kayaking.
The majority of crack willow infestations on the Tyenna River and its tributaries occur in
native vegetation (Figure 2). Isolated pussy willow plants were also recorded. The most
upstream crack willow observed on the Tyenna River were on its tributaries: Pillingers Creek
and Junee River. Willow infestations on the river itself were just upstream from the township
of Maydena. Infestation varied in density along the river and was not continuous. In most
river reaches willow occurred on riverbank that also had considerable native vegetation. In
some areas where no willows were observed – i.e. Reaches 3 and 4 – there are likely to be
isolated willows that can only be seen by wading the entire length of the reach. This
limitation of the willow mapping will be addressed in the recovery approach in Section 4.

Figure 2. Crack willow in native riverbank vegetation
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Figure 3. Willow infestation density on the Tyenna River
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3.2 Cleared riverbank vegetation
Riverbank vegetation plays a critical role in stabilising the sediments that form waterways
and filtering runoff from adjacent land uses such as forestry and agriculture. It also reduces
the growth of algae by shading river water and reducing water temperatures to levels that
discourage algal blooms. While the majority of the 52 km length of the Tyenna River is
buffered by intact native vegetation, there are sections where native vegetation is lacking, or
the buffers are not adequate to protect the river from bank erosion or runoff (i.e. ideally
greater than 30 m; see 4.1.2 for discussion of riparian buffer width).
Plantation forestry is the primary land use adjacent to the Tyenna River in Reaches 1 to 3.
Pine plantations have historically been planted along these reaches right up to the edge of
the river with riparian buffers of less than 2 m being left. Harvesting these plantations has
caused problems as even when the small riverbank buffers are left the removal of large
areas of pine behind them has resulted in riverbank buffers failing due to increased wind
stress. In a number of areas these failing riverbank buffers have resulted in bank collapse.
There has been concern from local anglers about these impacts.
Agriculture including grazing and perennial horticulture is the dominant land use adjacent to
the river catchment between Reaches 8 and 12 and it is also present in Reaches 5, 6 and 7.
In these reaches are areas of riverbank that are dominated by dense willow infestation or
lack any riverbank revegetation. In clearing willow, where they are the only riverbank
vegetation, it is essential to re-establish native riverbank vegetation to stabilise riverbanks,
shade the river and reduce runoff (see 4.1.2 for discussion).

3.3 Nutrient and sediment inputs
While a considerable proportion of the Tyenna River and its tributaries are surrounded by
native vegetation (Figure 1) there are a number of land uses adjacent to these waterways
that are likely to cause the runoff of nutrients and sediments. These land uses include
forestry (native forest and plantation during and post harvest), agriculture (grazing and
perennial horticulture), aquaculture and rural residential dwellings. Land uses such as
forestry and agriculture produce diffuse runoff, which travels into waterways in surface water
flows, however in some instances this surface flow can be concentrated into drainage lines.
Wastewater from aquaculture and rural residential dwellings is more likely to lead to point
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source input of nutrients due to the concentration of wastewater treatment in discrete areas,
with some land and water uses returning treated wastewater to the river.
There is limited information on the water quality of the Tyenna and its tributaries, with the
majority of the data collected downstream of the bridge at Westerway. A number of recent
sampling efforts show that while overall the water quality of the Tyenna is good, impacts of
sediment and nutrient runoff are evident. DPIPWE water quality monitoring undertaken in
2005 published results from continuous sampling of water temperature, electrical
conductivity and turbidity, reporting that water quality varied from excellent to fair, with
turbidity the lowest ranking measure. Derwent Estuary Program water quality monitoring in
2017 showed that the Tyenna has relatively good water quality in comparison to other rivers
in the Derwent Catchment, however there was a spike in phosphorous, ammonia and
ammonium levels in summer that was attributed to inputs from aquaculture. Waterbug
monitoring undertaken in 2018 and 2019 by DCP showed waterbug diversity (and their
sensitivity to pollution) indicative of mild pollution in the river. There are also two AUSRIVAS
(Australian River Assessment System) benchmark sites on the Tyenna River.

Figure 4. Waterbug Blitz – bug identification at Willow Warriors’ field day
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4 Recovery approach

4.1 On-ground recovery actions
On-ground restoration will be undertaken by the Derwent Catchment Project, Willow
Warriors and land managers, with the support of program partners.

4.1.1 Willow eradication
Willow eradiation is the best option for improving the health and long-term resilience of the
Tyenna River and maintaining it as a globally important fly-fishing river. The most effective
approach for willow eradication is to start removal at the location of the most upstream
willows and work downriver. The planning for control efforts has applied a reach-based
approach and control work will commence on high priority areas in upstream reaches and
work progressively downstream. During the early years of the program, work will also
continue on a highly visible willow control demonstration site in the township of Westerway
to support uptake of best-practice methodology by upstream landholders. Prioritisation and
scheduling of recovery works for Reaches 1 through 3 are presented in the Tyenna River
Recovery Action Plan: 2020–23.
Willow control methods to be used:
1. Drill and fill (with a registered, water-safe herbicide) in areas with good native vegetation
cover.
2. In areas with high willow density where standing dead willows are of concern, willow
trunks will be removed 12 months after drilling, when they have been confirmed dead, to
avoid introducing living willow material into the river and its tributaries. A log grab can be
used for this purpose in some areas following approval for the use of machinery near
waterways.
3. Machine removal of living willows will be considered only where there is no native
vegetation and there is already considerable disturbance. Machine removal of living willow
will involve cut and paste (with a registered, water-safe herbicide) and retention of stumps.
During machine removal of willows, cut trunks and branches will be piled off-riverbank and
burned during autumn in low fire danger conditions as a registered burn with the Tasmanian
Fire Service to prevent it being moved down river in future high-water events.
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Areas downstream of Reach 2, for which no willows have been mapped, will be confirmed
as willow free by wading down the river with willow control equipment. It is likely that small
isolated willows occur in these areas but have been missed by satellite imagery and vehiclebased surveys.
The three control methods listed below have been assigned to each reach in Table 1:
1.

Drill and fill

2.

Drill and fill then cut in 12 months

3.

Machine removal

4.1.2 Establishing native riverbank vegetation
Establishing or retaining native riverbank vegetation is the most practical means for
addressing nutrient and sediment inputs from land uses such as forestry and agriculture that
produce diffuse runoff. Ideally, vegetated riverbank buffers are made up of trees, shrubs,
grasses, rushes and sedges and are greater than 30 m wide to successfully filter the
majority of runoff of from adjacent land use.
Riverside buffers in a forestry setting are determined under the Forest Practices Act 1985
and are outlined in the Forest Practices Code 2015. They vary depending on the class of
waterway and native forest and plantation harvesting. Class refers to the size of stream:
class 1 is the largest and class 10 the smallest. For the Tyenna River, retention of a 40 m
buffer is required for native forest harvest and 10 m for plantations established after 1
January 2001. For plantations established before this date no retention is specified. Under
this plan, forestry operators are encouraged to establish buffers of at least 10 m where
plantations established before 1 January 2001 have been harvested adjacent to the Tyenna
River and its tributaries.

For more information on willow control methods and consideration for the use of herbicides
and machinery near waterways see:
•

Derwent Catchment Project willow note sheets –
https://www.derwentcatchment.org/programs/floods-river-restoration/

•

DPIPWE invasive weeds section, Department of Primary Industries, Parks, Water
and Environment website – https://dpipwe.tas.gov.au/invasive-species/weeds.

•

DPIPWE guide to the safe use of herbicides near waterways –
https://dpipwe.tas.gov.au/Documents/herbicide_guidelinesFINAL2012.pdf
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•

Environment Defenders Office Tasmania – Working near waterways –
http://www.edotas.org.au/waterways/

Re-establishing riverbank buffers of 30 m in areas where riverbanks have been cleared for
agriculture is unlikely due to production loss, however there are a number of production
benefits in introducing buffers including shelter for stock. Buffers of 1–10 m wide can offer
benefits to river health, stabilising banks, shading waterways and reducing diffuse runoff.
The use of narrower riparian buffers in agricultural contexts, along with efforts to spread the
distribution of runoff across the buffer, can result in an effective filter of agricultural runoff.
Revegetation undertaken under this plan will aim for native riverbank buffers of at least 10 m
in agricultural settings.
Revegetation with fast-growing native plants that are naturally found on riverbanks such as
blackwoods, tea trees, and riverbank Eucalypt species such as black gum, should be
undertaken where native riverside vegetation has been cleared and to increase the width of
riverside buffers where these are not adequate. Revegetation should also follow willow
removal in areas that lack native vegetation on riverbanks. When machines have been used
for willow removal and there has been ground disturbance, sowing with perennial grasses
can help to quickly bind the soil on banks. As the areas of the Tyenna River and its
tributaries that require machine removal are dense are highly modified, introduced fast
growing perennial grasses such as cocksfoot, rye and phalaris can be used.
Native sedges and rushes should be planted on the waterline in areas where they are
absent. All planted trees and shrubs should be caged to prevent wildlife browsing.
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Figure 5. Willow Warriors planting native sedges at Lanoma Estate near Westerway
following willow removal
To establish native riverbank vegetation in areas used for grazing it is necessary to restrict
livestock access. There are other benefits to river heath in restricting stock access to the
riverside. Stock, especially cattle, increase the risk of riverbank erosion and introduce further
nutrients and pathogens into waterways. There are also production benefits to restricting
stock access, as animals that have access to a waterway are more likely to contract
parasites such as liver fluke, reducing their value. However, there are also the additional
expenses of installing off-stream water troughs and maintaining water supplies for stock.
There have been efforts by program partners to re-establish native riverbank revegetation
and/or widen existing buffers. Parks and Wildlife and Wildcare have undertaken revegetation
in cleared areas around the entrance to Mount Field National Park and along the Marriott
Falls walking track. Norske Skog is undertaking riparian restoration by re-establishing
buffers of native riverbank vegetation using a range of methods including unassisted natural
regeneration, and scarification and burn and sow, depending on the site and its harvesting
history. Derwent Catchment Project, Inland Fisheries Service, Willow Warriors, and the
Clarks of Lanoma Estate, have undertaken revegetation following willow removal near
Westerway. The restoration site in the township of Westerway will be further developed as a
demonstration of best-practice willow control and riverbank revegetation.
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For more information on revegetation and riverbank fencing see:
•

Derwent Catchment Project revegetation note sheets –
https://www.derwentcatchment.org/programs/floods-river-restoration/

•

Derwent Valley Plant Species list – https://nrmsouth.org.au/wpcontent/uploads/2014/10/understorey_derwentvall.pdf

•

Victorian Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning – Guidelines for
riparian fencing in flood-prone areas – https://www.water.vic.gov.au/waterways-andcatchments/riparian-land/riparian-land/technical-information-and-reports/flood-pronefencing-guidelines
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Table 1. On-ground recovery actions on the Tyenna River and its tributaries by reach, entering tributaries and with land tenure. † indicates
tenure for which at least some of the river is public land e.g. Crown land or road easement, however landholders would need to be engaged for
access. * Works in the Westerway township demonstration site will occur in years 1–8, to support landholder uptake of best-practice restoration
methods.
Willow control
methods

Revegetation
(yes/no)

Riparian fencing
(yes/no)

Year to be
undertaken

Norske Skog†, private†, Crown land,
Department of State Growth and
Derwent Valley Council

1, 2 and 3

yes

no

1

John Bull Creek

Norske Skog†, private† and Crown
land

1, 2 and 3

yes

no

2

Humboldt
Creek

Humboldt, Myrtle Valley,
Pitfields and Proctors
Creeks

Crown land, Norske Skog† and private

1

no

no

3

4

Tyenna

Marriots and Haltons
Creeks

Crown land, private† and Norske
Skog*

1

no

yes

3

5

Sharpes Rd

Canaways and Sharpes
Creeks

Crown land, private† and Sustainable
Timber Tasmania

1 and 3

yes

yes

4

6

National
Park

Russel Falls, Lady
Barron and Burnleys
Creeks

PWS, Crown land and Tassal*

1, 2 and 3

yes

yes

5

7

Whilkes
Creek

Whilkes Creek

Crown land, Private†, Tassal† and
Sustainable Timber Tasmania

1 and 2

yes

yes

6

8

Nations Hill

1

no

no

7

9

Westerway

1 and 2

yes

yes

8*

Reach

Location

Tributaries

Tenure

1

Junee

Junee River and
Pilingers Creek and 2
drainage lines

2

Maydena

3

Private†, Crown land, Norske Skog†
and Department State Growth
Nations Creek

Crown land, Norske Skog†, private†,
Central Highlands Council, Department
of State Growth
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Reach

Location

10

Tassal and
raspberry
farm

11

Cunny
Creek

12

Derwent
River

Tributaries

Tenure

Willow control
methods

Revegetation
(yes/no)

Riparian fencing
(yes/no)

Year to be
undertaken

1, 2 and 3

yes

yes

9

Private

1

no

no

9

Private

1 and 3

yes

yes

10

Private and Tassal

Cunny Creek
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4.2 River health monitoring
River health monitoring will be undertaken in collaboration between the Derwent Estuary
Program and Derwent Catchment Project to support the effective implementation of onground recovery actions. This monitoring has the following objectives:
•

Establish actual measures of base load of nutrients and sediments in the Tyenna
River

•

Measure changes in river health resulting from on-ground restoration actions.

River health monitoring will include three sampling efforts:
1.

Water quality monitoring as undertaken by the Derwent Estuary Program in 2017
(monitored monthly over 12 months) in years 2, 4, 9 and 10 of this plan

2.

AUSRIVAS bioassessment monitoring (spring and autumn) in years 2 and 10

3.

A yearly Waterbug Blitz (late spring) undertaken by Willow Warriors each year for
the 10 years of the plan.

Water quality monitoring will be undertaken at two sites (1) upstream from Reach 1 and (2)
downstream from Reach 9. AUSRIVAS and Waterbug Blitz will also be undertaken at these
sites and two additional sites between Reaches 1 and 9, including the AUSRIVAS
benchmark sites. Estimated costs are presented in Table 2.

5 Overall river action plan
Timing, estimated costs and Willow Warrior working bee days for on-ground works are
outlined in Table 2. Detailed works schedules and site-specific methods and costs for
Reaches 1–3 are outlined in the Tyenna River Recovery Action Plan: 2020–23. Revision of
the estimated costs in Table 2and the action plan will be undertaken at the end of year 1
using actual costs of implementation. Due to the highly visible nature of the recent
restoration works undertaken in the township of Westerway (Reach 9) and the utility of these
works in encouraging uptake in the program’s objectives by upstream landholders, efforts
will be made to continue these works throughout the 10-year timeframe.
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Table 2. Action plan for implementation of on-ground actions (willow removal, revegetation and riparian fencing), river health monitoring and
program coordination for the recovery of the Tyenna River from 2020–30. Costing for on-ground actions and program coordination is based on
delivery by Derwent Catchment Project with Willow Warriors.
On-ground restoration
On-ground
costs ($)

Willow Warriors willow
control days (days
between Dec-March)

Other actions

Year

Reach

Willow Warriors
planting days (days
between May-Sep)

1

1

47,599

7

1

2

2

62,704

10

1

3

3 and 4

45,900

2

0

4

5

156,736

15

5

6

161,829

6

7

7

River health
monitoring costs ($)

Program
coordination
costs ($)

Total costs ($)

20,000

67,599

19,500

20,000

102,204

13,500

20,000

79,400

3

20,000

176,736

10

3

20,000

181,829

95,479

19

1

20,000

115,479

8

54,780

18

20,000

74,780

8

9

114,947

14

20,000

134,947

9

10 and 11

117,575

17

4

13,500

20,000

151,075

10

12

107,430

12

2

19,500

20,000

146,930

964,979

124

14

66,000

200,000

1,230,979

Total costs
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6 Investment plan
To achieve the actions detailed under this plan, cash and in-kind support to the value of
$1,686,079 is needed. Willow Warriors’ in-kind contribution is estimated at over $450,000
over 10 years, leaving $1,230,979 to be raised among the following current and potential
investors:
1.

Fisheries Habitat Improvement Fund

2.

Derwent Catchment Project

3.

Anglers Access Program

4.

Norske Skog

5.

Derwent Valley & Central Highlands Councils

6.

Tassal

7.

Derwent Estuary Program

8.

TasWater

9.

Crown Land Services

10.

PWS and tourism operators

11.

Department of State Growth

12.

Private landholders

13.

TasRail

If each investor contributed approximately $10,000 of cash or in-kind labour to the project
each year it would be possible to implement this plan. Other grant opportunities will be used
to supplement investor contribution in years 1 and 2. A revision of costs and Willow Warriors
in-kind time will be conducted at the end of year 1 (2020) to test assumptions. Revised costs
will be presented to investors in late 2020 to inform year 2 (2021) investment. Efforts will be
made to attract funds to ongoing restoration works in the township of Westerway (Reach 9)
from years 1–8, as a visible demonstration of best practice for upstream landholders.
Current investment is secured for year 1 costs, contributed by the following partners and
funders:
•

Fisheries Habitat Improvement Fund (cash)

•

Community Environment Fund (cash)

•

Derwent Catchment Project (cash and in kind)

•

Anglers Access Program (cash and in kind)

•

Norske Skog (in kind)
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•

A private landholder (cash and in kind)

The Derwent Estuary Program has committed in-kind contributions to the river health
monitoring component. Negotiations are underway with Tassal, Crown Land Services and
the Department of State Growth for investment in year 2 activities.
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